PARTAAAY

AT the hoxton
Children’s parties. Sometimes they’re wonderful, sometimes the freezing cold hall lets you in late, there aren’t enough chairs, you’ve run out of Blu Tack and the entertainer’s done a runner. And that’s before you realise you didn’t buy nearly enough unnaturally orange pop.

Everything we do here at the Hox is about taking the stress out of whatever you’re doing — and throwing the coolest kids’ party in West London without being on clean-up duty ticks that box. Our unique Apartment is just what you need for the best kids’ bash ever: think awesome children’s menus [from healthy bites to ice-cream sundae stations], a tonne of space for your small people to have fun and roam free, and bites and bubbles for the parents in our stylish Pantry.

The best part? If you really want to put your feet up, you can book packages and partners who can cover everything, right down to the invites, cake and party bags.

So if you’re after a stylish, accessible, secure space with fabulous food and drink to keep both kids and parents happy – you know where to come.
Looking for the coolest kids’ bash in West London? Let us throw our party hat in the ring.

Our stylish event space on our ground-floor, The Apartment can be hired as an exclusive party space, with different areas available depending on what you want for your bespoke bash.

We have four rooms to use — Dining Room, Living Room, Study and Library — for up to 50 people (kids and adults included). So be it dance floor, chill-out zone, cinema set-up or fancy dress station, we’ve got the space to make it happen.

The venue is secure and contained so your little ones are safe to roam, with loos nearby (because we know how important easily accessible, baby-friendly toilets are at these things) and use of our amazing Pantry kitchen space, stocked and ready to go for any weary adults needing to pull up a stool.

There’s no parking, but with three tube stations nearby serving four tube lines and overground rail, your guests won’t have any problem finding us.

Plus, our apartment host will be on hand to make sure everything runs smoothly on the day.
If we may say so ourselves: yum. When it comes to food and drink, we’ll take the stress out of event catering and keep you fully stocked up with delicious party bites and beverages to delight the whole crowd, no matter the age.

Check out our example menu packages below to keep the little and not-so-little guests well fed and watered on the day, and don’t forget: no matter which you choose, there’s unlimited orange and/or blackcurrant squash included as standard.

### Sample Menu

#### Bites

- **POPCORN CHICKEN**
  - farfalle, sweet sour glaze dip

- **BEEF SLIDER**
  - american cheese, lettuce, tomato

- **FRUIT SKEWER**
  - pineapple, cantaloupe, blueberry, strawberry, seasonal fruits

- **WATERMELON POPS**

- **STRAWBERRY TART**
  - cream cheese, mint

- **GOLDEN CHURROS**
  - cinnamon sugar, chocolate dip, fresh cream

#### Bowls

- **FRIED RICE**
  - eggs, green pea, sugar snap pea

- **MEATLESS CORN-DOG**
  - sweet chilli aioli, teriyaki mayonnaise

- **MILD CHICKEN CURRY**
  - pumpkin, carrot, rice
The Icing on the Cake

What’s a children’s party without a few magic sprinkles, eh? We can provide extra special trimmings to bolt on to your party package.

For the little ones

ICE CREAM SUNDAE STATION
with a variety of sweet toppings
£5 per child

MILKSHAKE STATION
with a variety of flavours
£5 per child

VEGGIE TOWER
with a variety of crudite veggies and hummus
£6 per child
*minimum 8 kids

For the big ones

WELCOME PROSECCO IN THE PANTRY
£8 per head

WELCOME CHAMPAGNE IN THE PANTRY
£10 per head
Want something truly bespoke, themed or entertainment you don’t see every day? Or simply like the idea of someone else leading the 27th round of Musical Statues? Then meet the gang: we highly recommend our Hox partners-in-fun for anything and everything party. Decor themes, games and entertainment, gift bags, Insta-worthy backdrops… You want it, they can deliver.

Sousette
Mia Holman and Soraya Beydoun have years of experience with kids and events management, so they’re a solid bet to run every aspect of your party, from entertainment to design to decor. With more than 50 themes to choose from, nothing is impossible to these guys - they stylishly tailor each party to the individual child and their interests.

https://www.sousette.com
https://www.instagram.com/sousette_london/

Event Social
Erin and Anita are a one-stop London party shop, with a focus on creating exciting events with a sustainable slant. They can be as involved as you want, from providing a party in a box for you to set up, to full-on designing and running your shindig, including guest comms and budget management, whether you’re after a superhero city or an enchanted fairy woodland.

https://www.event-social.com
https://www.instagram.com/eventsocial/

Sharky & George
Sharky & George is all about finding the fun, and specialise in immersive, imaginative party experiences. Games, adventure, quests and mischief: all the guests will get involved in energetic, creative fun with no kid left behind (unless they want to of course!). Alongside the themed entertainment (olympics, science, disco, spy…), Sharky & George can also build the entire party from start to finish, from the first invites to the last slice of cake.

https://www.sharkyandgeorge.com
https://www.instagram.com/sharkyandgeorgeevents/
The Details
Room hire at £750 based on 6 hours use
Minimum spend of £1,000 applies plus discretionary service charge
Included: Apartment Host on hand, unlimited kids squash throughout, kids crockery and use of music system.

Sample Schedule
11-1pm Setup
1-4pm Party
4-5pm Breakdown

Contact
Ready to party?
Enquiries: events.london@thehox.com